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A world leading exhibition showcasing Islamic Art and Calligraphy
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The beauty and tranquillity of Islamic art is unsurpassed and yet it has rarely been seen in the art galleries which span the cities of many Western countries. Whilst many religions have made use of figural images to convey their core beliefs, Islam has instead used the shapes and sizes of words or letters to form Islamic art.

Historically, Islamic art and calligraphy has inspired many people and is seen today in many magnificent examples in mosques across the world. From the renowned traditional art and calligraphy which makes up the Dome of the Rock Mosque in Jerusalem to the fusing of modern art with Islamic styles, Islamic Art has been a powerful medium of expression across the Muslim world.

Exhibition Islam is working with many of the leading artists from across the Muslim world to showcase the striking and deeply moving pieces of art which have been inspired completely by deep faith in Islam.

Showcasing traditional Islamic art and calligraphy as well as modern styles and combining world famous artists with young and emerging artists, Exhibition Islam has organised eye-catching exhibitions which are now available to many art galleries. As well as displaying traditional canvas work, Exhibition Islam has also exhibited astonishing ceramic and pottery artwork.
The Islamic Art Exhibition displays artwork by amongst others:

Hajji Noor Deen – the world famous Chinese Islamic artist who combines oriental styles with Islamic styles to produce stunning display of art.

Muhammad Ali – the world famous urban artist who combines urban styles with traditional Islamic styles to produce beautiful bold art.

The Asian Gateway – stunning artwork which utilises a massive breadth of styles, both traditional and modern, to produce captivating pieces of art.

This fantastic exhibition combines:

Spectacular artwork and Arabic calligraphy.

Remarkable ceramic and pottery artwork showcasing traditional geometric design incorporated in three dimensional artwork.
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This magnificent exhibition showcases the diversity and richness of Islamic art and illustrates how Islamic art is seamlessly able to blend traditional styles with modern styles to create a unique form of art.

The launch of this magnificent fabulous exhibition took place in London at the Shakespeare’s Globe theatre and the opening was attended by The Arts Council.

The Islamic art Exhibition has since started touring the UK and has been shown in a number of leading Art Galleries and also has been displayed in a number of other venues such as Sheffield Cathedral and by HSBC Bank.

**Main Exhibition Highlights**

- Over 6,000 people have viewed the exhibition.
- 99% of the feedback, was either very good or excellent.
- Many local media organisations have reported extensively on the exhibition with wonderful reviews.

Numerous interfaith organisations visited the exhibition and praised the high quality of the exhibition.

Numerous organisations visited the exhibition and paid tribute to the excellence of the exhibition.

HSBC has also showed parts of this exhibition at their Canary Wharf headquarters and purchased two pieces of Islamic Art for display in their headquarters.

Many enquiries have been received asking when the exhibition will be repeated.
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